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Abstract

Mineral dissolution in the vicinity of a stressed grain contact undergoing irreversible damage strain is studied numerically at three
scales: of a grain, grain assembly and macroscopic continuum. Rigid chemo-plasticity is used to simulate the phenomena in the solid
phase at the micro-scale, coupled with the reactive-diffusion transport of the dissolved mineral across the grain. Dilatancy resulting from
the material damage generates new free surface area around the asperity, in turn enhancing dissolution and material weakening.
Extended Johnson approximation of the near-contact field is adopted. Upscaled variables at meso-scale simulate the stiffening of the
grain system as a result of the subsequent mineral precipitation. The consequent redistribution of mass within the pore space, affecting
soil porosity and stiffness is derived on macro-scale from the averaged micro-scale variables. Partial masses of the same mineral are
shown to play different roles at macro-scale, which requires linking them to different processes (dissolution and precipitation) derivable
only at a micro-scale. Cross-scale transfer formulation is investigated. The study applies to many processes of fluid–solid interdependence
in soil mechanics, such as structuration and aging of natural soils, compaction and pressure solution of oil or gas bearing sediments.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Most of natural and engineering processes in mechanics
of geomaterials involve intergranular forces and displace-
ments, which at the continuum level are represented by
stress and strain fields. A well developed continuum
mechanics theory of granular medium would usually allow
one to competently deal with most soil mechanics prob-
lems. However, as grain contact phenomena, especially
for fluid saturated soils, are often substantially affected
by mineral alterations at the micro-scale, purely mechani-
cal considerations may not be sufficient over larger time
scales. Such alterations are mainly due to chemical phe-
nomena between solid and fluid phases and driven by
chemical variables, which from the mechanics point of
view, are internal variables and hence, uncontrollable. A
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better understanding of what mechanisms control the con-
tact process at the micro-scale will allow us to more com-
pletely represent this process at the macroscopic scale.

Diverse processes in geomechanics are known to directly
depend on the microscopic level dissolution of minerals at
the stressed intergranular contact. They include: structur-
ation or post-sedimentary development of a secondary
micro-structure in natural soils, aging of materials in labo-
ratory tests, intergranular cementation, and compaction of
oil bearing sediments via induced pressure solution, as well
as the degradation processes of weathering, micro-erosion,
desiccation cracking, etc. While the time scale and contri-
bution of different mechanisms constituting these processes
may be different in each of the phenomena mentioned, one
feature that these processes appear to have in common, is
the redistribution of mass of solids within the soil. The spe-
cific mechanisms of this redistribution are a subject of a
more or less intense debate in the respective communities
and a subject of both theoretical and experimental
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research. The redistribution is often linked to a series of
processes such as dissolution of compounds and minerals,
diffusion, formation of gel in pores, precipitation of mass
on exposed (free) surfaces. It often produces changes in
mechanical properties of material at a macro-scale. While
some geochemical mechanisms of the above lists have been
analyzed using micro-scale models, their outcome, such as
alteration of the mechanical properties of material at a
macro-scale is often unnoticed, with the exception of
cementation effect.

In this paper, we further develop an earlier concept of
coupled chemo-plasticity [1,2] by linking irreversible dilat-
ancy and the increase of the free surface area to the
increased dissolution of minerals per unit volume, enhanc-
ing in turn the chemical softening of the material [3].

It seems clear from the above considerations that the
chemo-mechanical behavior of the grain assembly cannot
be confidently dealt with at a single length scale only. While
the ultimate scale and the corresponding variables are mac-
roscopic and continual, phenomena that cause the involved
processes and the corresponding variables are quantified at
the (chemistry) molecular scale. To characterize the chem-
ically induced changes in mechanical properties it may
appear necessary to identify idealized meso-structures that
undergo such an evolution and mechanisms determining
the end result: variation in the continual material
properties.

Therefore, in this paper for the particular scales we choose
representative elementary volumes, which contain: for the
micro-scale deformation and intra-granular transport: a
microscopic continuum of the material of an individual grain
encompassing a representative volume of micro-cracks of
few tens of a micron; for the meso-scale inter-granular trans-
port and deformability evolution of a grain system: a charac-
teristic unit of four solid grains endowed with initially free
surface of grains, on which precipitation occurs forming a
thin coating, and the same unit surrounding an inter-grain
Fig. 1. Post-aging increased stiffness. (a) Comparison between oedometer test re
sediment from 3270 m of depth. (b) The effect of 2 1

2
h aging on Dalia sand fr
pore and deforming around it as a hollow cylinder; for the
macro-scale: a continuum of assemblies of grains character-
ized by a Cam-clay type chemo-plasticity.

At each scale the boundary value problems formulated
is obviously different as they describe different mechanisms.
An important part of such a multiple scale modeling is the
cross-scale transfer functions. In this paper they are formu-
lated for the macro-scale constitutive functions based on
averaging of meso-scale and micro-scale variables of mass
change of the same mineral but engaged in distinctly differ-
ent lower-scale phenomena.

2. Macroscopic observations on soils exposed to aging

One of the areas, where a proper understanding of inter-
granular contact phenomena is crucial for the industrial
decision-making is water, petroleum or methane gas
extraction from underground reservoirs. A key element of
this decision-making is the assessment of reservoir compac-
tion and a potential for land subsidence. Especially in
coastal areas, even a small amount of subsidence may cause
flooding and severe damage to the urban infrastructures.

One of the principal factors of a fundamental relevance
in the aging experiments is the post-aging increase in stiff-
ness. Fig. 1 (from [4]) shows the essential features of the
post-aging stress–strain response (A5) of clayey sand and
sand sediments from Adriatic from the depth of 3270 m.
In this test, compared to a regular oedometer test result
(A4) from the same depth, the specimen was subjected to
a 14 day-aging at a constant axial stress corresponding to
the in situ stress (35.04 MPa). Both clayey sands and sandy
clays, either undisturbed or remolded, at a high and a low
stress level, with an organic matter present or not, exhibit
the same behavior as known for some time (see e.g.
[5,6]). They show a secondary compression (creep) strain
(a–b in Fig. 1a) the amount of which depends on time
and constant stress value. The post-aging stiffness is almost
sults with 14 day aging (A5) and without aging (A4) of the sample of Tea 1
om 1200 m of depth.
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twice as high as the pre-aging one, it is highly non-linear
and tends to that of a non-aged specimen beyond certain
stress threshold (marked c in Fig. 1a).

The post-aging stiffness is extremely important as it pre-
sumably represents the in situ stiffness. Hence, the stress
threshold value that demarks an enhanced stiffness range
is also very important. It appears that the threshold stress
depends on the amount of the aging strain. The value of
that stress range of enhanced stiffness may be represented
by the threshold stress less the in situ stress, divided by
the in situ stress. The experimental data presented in
Fig. 1a are plotted in Fig. 2a against the axial secondary
compression strain normalized with respect to the strain
at the onset of aging.

It appears that the enhanced stiffness range does not
grow beyond 15% of the in situ stress in the case of the
tested sand, and we may expect that there are similar cut-
off numbers for other soils. It is about twice as much for
clayey Tea 1 sediment. The cut-off appeared increasing
up to the accumulated aging strain about 4% of strain at
the onset of aging. Interestingly the data did not seem to
be correlated with the duration of the aging test. Early the-
ories [7] suggested that the range ends when the post-aging
curve meets an extension of the original normal consolida-
tion stress–strain line. Experiments by Hueckel et al. [4] do
not confirm that to be a rule, but it could be a convenient
approximation.

Moreover, the rate of aging straining at the beginning
quite high, around 10 h undergoes quite a change, drop-
ping to a value about 10 times lower (Fig. 2b), and then
remaining constant. It is interpreted that the first about
2800 min (20 h) is related to Darcian water removal from
macro-pore, whereas the further process is linked to a time
dependent solid mass redistribution.

As a current standard method to predict soil and sedi-
ment compaction is based on determination of 24-h soil
compressibility in laboratory tests, such predictions invari-
ably tend to overestimate the subsidence, compared to the
values measured in situ. This difference is usually attributed
to the fact that handling and unloading during the retriev-
ing and transport causes certain damage to the samples,
which thereafter appear more compressive in the testing.
Fig. 2. (a) Normalized post-aging threshold stress of Dalia
However, new aspects of this traditional explanation
emerge in view of the testing technique allowing for a
two-week aging under constant stress. The resulting com-
pressibility appears to be much closer to the radioactive
marker field data [8], suggesting an alternative interpreta-
tion [9]. It is now broadly accepted also in geotechnical
testing that the difference between the soil response in the
laboratory and the field comes from creep and aging that
the latter soil underwent (see e.g. [10]).

3. Geochemical evidence of intergranular aging

The results obtained also indicate that the increase of
the material stiffness is clearly a time dependent phenome-
non [4]. However, they also suggest that the time scale of
the underlying physico-chemical processes is that of week
or months, rather than millennia or more. This latter
observation differentiates them from the processes under-
stood as pressure solution occurring over the geological
ages. Both soil aging and pressure solution seem to encom-
pass the evolution of physical and mechanical properties of
soils during the long-term constant loading or secondary
compression. The hypothetical microscopic mechanisms,
following Mitchell and Solymar [11] and experiments by
Denisov and Reltov [12], include the local dissolution/pre-
cipitation of some geochemically less stable minerals and
formation of a secondary micro-structure. However, a
most recent macro-scale investigation of aging throws more
light on the phenomena involved. Baxter and Mitchell [13]
confirmed a substantial dissolution of minerals within
3 months. However, they found no consistent evidence of
any local precipitation.

Modeling of intergranular contact dissolution has a long
history. Early hypotheses [14,15] included formation of a
layer of adsorbed water, which serves as the conduit for
the dissolved species. More elaborate developments of
these models [16–18] focus on the mechanism of mass
removal and transport in open or closed systems and have
been associated with the process of pressure solution.

Pressure solution is defined as a deformation resulting
from transfer of solid material from highly stressed areas
through diffusion in pore solution toward stress-free areas
sand. (b) The evolution of aging strain on Dalia sand.
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(driven by stress gradient), or from the areas with a higher
chemical potential to those with a lower chemical potential
(driven by chemical potential gradient). It is one of the
main mechanisms for compaction, cementation and defor-
mation of sedimentary rocks during diagenesis or medium
grade metamorphism [19,15,20,21]. The emphasis in pres-
sure solution studies is almost entirely on reduction of
porosity [18].

The process of pressure solution is explained via several
mechanisms, which are either sequential or parallel. It is
possible that different scenarios are more pertinent for dif-
ferent minerals, and that some of their elements occur
simultaneously with different intensities. Among mecha-
nisms proposed for the elementary process of pressure
solution, the water film diffusion and free-face pressure
solution are particularly favored by geochemists. The for-
mer assumes that dissolution takes place at the grain con-
tact area with solutes diffusing along an adsorbed water
film layer [14,15]. Alternatively, a so-called ‘‘island–chan-
nel’’ structure etched chemically in the mineral may pro-
vide access to dissolution sites as well as a preferential
path of transport of solute [22,23]. Another major issue
in debate is the driving force of pressure solution. It was
early proposed that the differential stress (stress gradient)
in the solids controls the mass transport [24,25]; later the
chemical potential gradient became widely accepted as
the driving force. The chemical potential is a rate with
which internal energy increases as a result of addition of
mass (number of mols at constant volume) to the system.
The questions, how this potential should be formed, and
with which stress the chemical potential should be associ-
ated, are a subject of debate. A model with chemical poten-
tial gradient as a driving force linking the mechanics
(usually the stress) to chemistry (kinetics) has been pro-
posed by Dewers and Ortoleva [26].

The mechanics of the neighborhood of the contact is
considered to be in the elastic domain [18,27]. However,
even if the evidence pointing to a role of micro-cracking
in the vicinity of contact is now overwhelming (see Section
4), modeling of damage or other forms of irreversible
deformation in the dissolution affected zone has not been
pursued with a similar success. This is despite of early indi-
cations of dissolution occurring along micro-cracks at
grain contacts [28]. Stressed contact phenomena have also
been studied in powders and ceramic media (see e.g.
[29,30]). Subramonian and Sofronis [27] suggest that the
diffusion takes place along the grain interface and that
there is a mass flux originally from the free grain surface
driven by the surface curvature. Finally, there is a scenario
which suggests that mechanical deformation, particularly
plastic deformation or micro-fractures may play an impor-
tant role in the process of pressure solution [31,32].

Near-contact damage and irreversible deformation were
observed during pressure solution studies in a number of
studies. Their effects on the dissolution are also recognized
and include the following aspects: (1) the micro-fractures
generated by damage or plastic deformation enhance the
solubility at contact zone [33–35,31,32]. (2) Deformed
material is extruded and then exposed as a free surface
and subsequently dissolved [32].

Ostapenko’s work [33,34] emphasized the role of plastic
deformation in enhancing fluid percolation and increasing
the solubility at contact zone. Pharr and Ashby [36] believe
that a neck between grains grows by plastic deformation
and proposed a coupled plasticity-and-dissolution model.
An experimental study of knife-edge pressure solution of
halite conducted by Tada and Siever [31] convinced these
authors that pressure solution is most likely a mechanism
combining plastic deformation and free-face pressure dis-
solution [32]. Near-contact cracking has also been seen
by Milliken [37] and Dewers and Hajash [38]. Gratz [39]
considers micro-cracks at contacts as a primary mechanism
of pressure solution. He envisioned that they actually
evolve into the channel-and-island structures and provide
a plumbing system for the transport of the dissolved mate-
rial from their walls. den Brok [40] provided an experimen-
tal evidence to support Gratz’s model (see also [41]).
Hickman and Evans [42] observed a typical elasto-plastic
yielding of the contact concomitant with a high dislocation
density. Recent observations of indentation of silica grains
at a nanoscale show an advanced damage of the contact
area and a visible creep [43].

The scenarios that will be examined in this paper are
limited to those that involve coupling between the defor-
mation and damage of the solid grains and dissolution of
the mineral mass enhanced by that damage. It must be
underlined that the scenarios proposed in what follows rep-
resent one of several possible options that could be consid-
ered. Only a comparative assessment of several such
options against physical evidence will yield a comprehen-
sive picture of the phenomena involved.

In this paper, a consistent microscopic scenario of the
intergranular contact will be developed with the emphasis
on a novel concept of damage enhancing dissolution. The
underlying mechanisms of these processes include plasticity
coupled with a linear reactive diffusion to provide a quan-
titative assessment of the micro-scale phenomena.

4. Microscopic scenarios of a submerged intergranular

contact process

A series of qualitative experiments using chalk bars
immersed in a light salt solution were performed [44], visu-
alizing the chemically enhanced damage. Identical chalk
bars were used with fluid of different salinities or without
fluid. Indentation was conducted using metal indenter,
wooden indenter and chalk-to-chalk indentation. Chalk
was selected as a modeling material for two reasons: a high
rate of reaction; and a good representation of the brittle
behavior, typical of silica or calcite. The following observa-
tions are made: (1) with all types of indenters, there is a vis-
ible damage of the material at the contact. (2) mass under
the metal indenter in high salinity (Fig. 3) is removed much
faster from the damaged zone, compared to the tests on the



Fig. 6. Top view of damaged contact area.
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chalk bars in a lower salinity fluid or without water. (3)
Figs. 4 and 5 show the same tests after 24 h and 64 h. There
is a significant progress of damage between 24th and 64th
hour, also, more material is precipitated underneath under
the latter time. (4) Fig. 6 shows the top view of the dam-
aged contact area under metal indenter. There are visible
damaged chalk pieces in the contact range proving the exis-
tence of newly generated free surfaces. Small craters are
formed by a reaction producing gas at the free surface
around as well as within the damaged zone.

The presence of an enhanced damage by solid–fluid
interaction are observed in other mineral as well ([45],
Fig. 7). The following scenario for a coupled damage and
dissolution at intergranular contact is proposed. The area
under consideration is the immediate vicinity of the
Fig. 3. Edge penetration into chalks submerged in the salt water.

Fig. 4. Dissolution and damage at the chalk contact after 24 h.

Fig. 5. Dissolution and damage at the chalk contact after 64 h.

Fig. 7. SEM photography which shows the dissolution spots at grain
contacts of St. Peter quartz sand subjected to 150 �C and 34.5 MPa of
effective pressure for about 14 months (reproduced from [45], by permis-
sion of Am. J. Sci).
stressed grain contact immersed in macro-pore water.
The pore water is assumed to drain freely, generating no
pore pressure. It is assumed that the load is sufficient for
yielding (involving damage) to occur in that area. The dam-
age is quantified in terms of an irreversible dilatant strain
associated with an increase in the specific surface area
through newly generated micro-cracks. Dilatancy at
micro-sub-granular-scale sucks water under a negative
pressure into a micro-cracked damage zone. Furthermore,
as the reaction rate of any dissolution is proportional to the
surface area of the reaction, it follows that the reaction rate
is coupled to the irreversible deformation. On the other
hand the removal of mass of silica from the material at
the grain scale via reaction causes the material softening
at the larger scale. Fig. 8 presents a cartoon of the phenom-
ena involved. To compensate for the strength loss at a con-
stant stress, plastic strain hardening arises in the material.



Fig. 8. A cartoon showing a process of indentation of a rigid grain into a deformable grain: (a) elastic phase: isobars; (b) plastic phase: a plastic zone
characterized by micro-cracking and dilatancy; (c) chemo-plastic phase: removal of mineral mass from dissolving surfaces and progressing cracking of the
medium.
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Hence, the plastic behavior is a combination of strain hard-
ening and chemically controlled mass removal softening.

Dissolution increases the concentration of the product
species in the micro-pore interstitial water in the damaged
zone, which generates a gradient of concentration with
respect to the grain boundary. The gradient causes a
short-range transport of the solutes within the grain
towards its boundary and the flux into the macro-pore
water. The final part of this scenario consists of the fate
of the solute, which is its mid- to long-range transport, pos-
sible precipitation and related strength increase effects. A
classical scenario of coating of free grain surface with pre-
cipitates with a mid-range, inside of macro-pore transport
will be considered. The mechanical deformation is consid-
ered as instantaneous, while dissolution is time rate depen-
dent. A general formulation for this type of model has been
presented by Hu and Hueckel [46].

5. Micro-scale model for the coupled

damage – dissolution–diffusion

The question at hand is: what is the effect that the irre-
versible damage developed at an intergranular contact may
have on dissolution of minerals from the damage area, and
vice versa, what is the effect of mineral dissolution on the
strength reduction and hence further mechanical damage,
but also on a macro-void filling via long range precipitation
and the resulting strength increase at the macro-scale? We
consider indentation of a harder (undeformable) grain into
a (softer) grain of quartz supported by an external load
over an undefined period of time. Water may infiltrate into
the grain as it undergoes micro-cracking. The grain is part
of a water-saturated assembly. The mechanical processes
are considered instantaneous, unless conditioned by the
time scale of chemical reactions. Water permeation is also
considered as instantaneous compared to the reaction time.

5.1. Conceptual constitutive modeling

Mathematical formulation of the above outlined sce-
nario requires a series of constitutive hypotheses and spe-
cific assumptions concerning the mechanisms of the
chemo-mechanical coupling. These hypotheses address
mechanics of the material deformation and damage, chem-
ical reactions, chemical transport, and finally the forms of
coupling.

For that purpose we shall develop further an earlier idea
that a mass removed from/added to a solid isochorically
(without the volume change of the representative elemen-
tary volume of the porous medium) and adiabatically
(without heat exchange) affects both the medium compli-
ance and strength [1,2,44,46]. These two mechanical prop-
erties will be addressed in the framework of reactive
chemo-plasticity. This term is used as opposed to non-reac-
tive chemo-plasticity [47], taking place when a change in
concentration (of selected species) of pore fluid produces
an instantaneous change in mechanical properties of the
solid fraction and of soil per se. Reactive and non-reactive
chemo-plasticity are distinguished in analogy to reactive
and non-reactive transport. The importance of this distinc-
tion results from a difference in time scales, which are either
that of kinetic processes or diffusive–advective processes,
correspondingly.

It is visible from the schematization in Fig. 8 that the
problem needs to be treated also at several (three) geo-

metrical scales. It has to be clear when discussing material
properties and assumptions about the system, at what
scale these properties need to be measured. At macro-
scopic scale the soil is assumed to be a two-phase
multi-component (minerals) porous material, saturated
with water. A representative elementary volume (REV)
of the porous medium, with the two phases superim-
posed, is represented by a single geometrical point, to
which all the mechanical and chemical properties are
attributed. Hence, the properties of the solid phase need
to include the presence of macro-voids and intergranular,
or meso-pores and the effects of intergranular friction.
Clearly, a REV size must be such to include a sufficient
number of grains, pores and intergranular contacts. In
other words, a REV for macro-continuum is deemed to
contain an assembly at least 10 times larger than that
in Fig. 8b or c.
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A more specific assumption made for the purpose of this
particular problem requires that the processes involved at
that scale are sufficiently slow for the material to be consid-
ered as perfectly drained and consequently, the fluid phase
as carrying no partial stress.

The phenomena we intend to focus on in what follows
have their origin and governing gradients occurring at a
smaller scale, to which we will refer as a micro-scale. The
medium considered is that within a single soil grain. A
REV at the micro-scale must contain micro-cracks (typi-
cally of 10 lm in length, see e.g. [32]) sufficient in number
(tens to a hundred of them) to form a continuum. While
we do not intend to describe discrete discontinuities and
rock fragments, nor their surfaces individually, we do
account for their presence and role by including some of
the relevant information quantified at a lower, molecular
scale. The micro-scale is the main scale of our interest.
The material properties at this scale are those of the grain
rock including its porosity, micro-dilatancy, permeability
and mineral composition. Specific assumptions for this
scale include the postulate that the solid phase material is
rigid-plastic, with the understanding that a sufficient load
is applied to induce initial yielding, at least.

The chemical reactions are taken into account also at
the micro-scale. The quantities being considered are moles
of individual chemical or mineral components, or their
masses (molecular scale). Chemistry describes, among oth-
ers, dissolution of minerals from the wall surface of a
micro-crack. The size of the representative elementary vol-
ume is such that contains a sufficient number of such
micro-cracks and hence of the dissolution sites per unit vol-
ume, and hence is sufficient to be considered to be contin-
uum. It is assumed that dissolution and local precipitation
does not need to occur within the same crack but within the
REV. However, the mid-range transport, or physically out-
side of the grain, but in the adjacent meso-pore space, as
well as the long range transport outside REV are imagin-
able in the present context. The meso-scale includes the
pores between the grains which are essential for the ques-
tion of stability of the medium.

An important component of this type of modeling activ-
ity is an inter-scaling of variables. As will be seen, chemical
(molecular) variables will need to be represented at the
micro-scale, to represent molecular scale processes (dissolu-
tion) that affect properties exclusively formulated at macro-
scale, such as hardening or yield limit expressed via strain
or stress.

5.2. Micro-scale coupled chemo-plasticity model

As mentioned earlier the medium at this scale is the por-
ous material that constitutes the solid grains of rock. Its
porosity is the internal grain porosity, and the mechanical
properties of the material are those of the grain rock.

The material of individual grain is approximated by the
assumption of rigid-plasticity. This is to say that there is no
strain (eij) for a stress rij within the yield locus, f(rij) < 0,
whereas at yielding, the strain rate is entirely irreversible,
hence

if f < 0; or f ¼ 0; _f < 0; _eij ¼ 0;

if f ðrij; pcÞ ¼ 0 and _f ð _rij; _pcÞ ¼ 0; _ekl ¼ _eirr
kl 6¼ 0

ð1Þ

Stress and strain are micro-stresses and micro-strains at the
scale of a fraction of the grain. Stress and strain are consid-
ered as positive when compressive. Strains are assumed to
be small. The superimposed dot over a symbol denotes a
time rate.

A central role in the chosen form of the chemo-mechan-
ical coupling is played by a dilatancy-damage phenomenon
that occurs in some conditions during yielding. It is implic-
itly linked to micro-cracking. Micro-crack walls produce
new solid–fluid interfaces, which constitute a source of dis-
solution of mineral species, which is a form of the solid
mass removal. As a result of that, the yielding behavior
of the material is affected by two competing plastic harden-
ing mechanisms: deviatoric strain-hardening and mass
removal softening. Hence, pc, which is an isotropic size
characteristics of the yield locus, depends on a set of hard-
ening parameters, that are either mechanical (eirr

q ) or chem-
ical (n) in nature [1,2].

pc ¼ pcðeirr
q ; nÞ ð2Þ

In a sense this assumption reflects two different and
independent ways in which the material may become
harder or softer. One is a classical deviatoric strain harden-
ing and the other reflects the strain-unrelated removal of
mass role in weakening of the material. It is important to
note that while later on we will postulate that mass removal
is coupled to strain, it is not a necessary assumption.

The deviatoric strain hardening parameter eirr
q is

assumed as always positive and defined as

_eirr
q ¼

2

3
_eirr

ij _eirr
ij

� �1=2

; where _eirr
ij ¼ _eirr

ij �
1

3
_eirr

kk dij ð3Þ

Chemical softening parameter n represents accumulated
relative mass removal/addition of a particular mineral spe-
cies that predominantly contributes to the material
strength or yield limit. It is calculated with respect to the
original total mass of that particular species. The rate of re-
moval is calculated from the rate of kinetic reaction. In
principle, more than one reaction or process, may affect
the strength of any geomaterial. These processes may be
simultaneous or sequential, and each with a possibly differ-
ent rate. There is currently no widely accepted approach to
the question how to identify and quantify contributions of
mineral ingredient to the overall geomaterial strength or
compressibility. Averaging, or homogenization techniques
do not yield realistic outcomes as yet. Also, configuration
aspects of particular species within the volume may play
a critical role, like that of calcium carbonate at the bridges
between silica grains. However, in some circumstances, a
phenomenological relationship between strength and a
reaction progress variable may be established empirically.



Fig. 9. Interfacial free surface generation within crystalline assembly.
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In what follows we will address a single reaction effect only,
with a single rate.

Dissolution is characterized as a kinetic process with the
dissolution rate proportional to the specific surface area of
the newly generated interfaces. As the latter in turn
depends on the dilatancy-damage, the strain hardening
and chemical softening mechanism become coupled.

A main reaction occurring at the intergranular contact
with a quartz grain is dissolution of silica in water
described as

SiO2ðsÞ þ 2H2OðlÞ $ H4SiO4ðaqÞ ð4Þ
As a result of dissolution of silica, a silicic acid (known also
as aqueous silica), H4SiO4 is formed in aqueous solution,
the concentration of which can easily be measured in water
in direct contact with the dissolving surface. The rate of
dissolution of quartz has been determined experimentally
by Rimstidt and Barnes [48]. They directly measured the
mass of silicic acid in an aqueous solution in an experiment
in a closed environment, under the assumption that the
interfacial area between the phases remained the same in
the case of dissolution and precipitation. They concluded
that the mass dissolved is proportional to the surface area
of the interface between the two phases. For a system
which contains mass of water M f ¼ M0

f ¼ 1 kg, the fluid/
solid interface surface area, A, is normalized with respect
to A0 = 1 m2 to yield a non-dimensional quantityeA ¼ A=A0

M f=M0
f

. The mass loss of silica from the solid phase is ex-

pressed via activity (mass) of silicic acid, H4SiO4, dissolved
in water. This is expressed via a rate equation for silica
interaction with water, first established by Rimstidt and
Barnes [48]:

daH4SiO4

dt
¼ eAcH4SiO4

ðkþaSiO2
a2

H2O � k�aH4SiO4
Þ ð5Þ

where ai are activities, and ci, activity coefficients, of ith
species, while k+ and k� are rate constants of respectively
forward and backward reactions. eA is a dimensionless spe-
cific interfacial surface area, defined as above. As the num-
ber of moles of silicic acid produced is equal to that of silica
removed from the solid, in what follows the rate of change
of activity of silicic acid in pore water is used to calculate
the rate of relative mass removal of silica, hence

_n ¼ s
daH4SiO4

dt
; s ¼

N 0
H2O

N 0
SiO2

ð6Þ

where s is a ratio between the number of moles of water,
N 0

H2O and silica, N 0
SiO2

in the initial volume of the grain
(see [46]). Having normalized the above rate using ratio s,
n becomes constrained by the inequalities: 0 6 n 6 1, and
hence can be treated as reaction progress variable, as pro-
posed by De Groot [49]. When n = 1, the reaction is com-
pleted, that is all silica is removed from the material.

We will adopt the idea previously developed at the
macro-scale by Hu and Hueckel [46] of an increased disso-
lution, taking place due to creation of a new internal sur-
face area of solid/fluid interface generated by the local
damage. In the current context the damage occurs within
a single grain and consists in opening of micro-cracks.
The walls of the micro-cracks are sites of additional disso-
lution, causing an intense mass redistribution, and hence
ulterior softening of the grain material. A scalar hidden
variable is introduced representing the amount of the
added surface area, ~a normalized with respect to a unit area
of 1 m2, in a grain solid volume normalized with respect to
1 m3. The total surface area of micro-cracks can be mea-
sured directly in experiments, as it is proportional to the
total acoustic energy released during cracking and mea-
sured by acoustic emission. Variable ~a needs to be linked
to the relative reaction area, eA, as formulated in Rimstidt
and Barnes [48], Eq. (5), and hence related to the volume
of water with which the solid is reacting. Hence, a conver-
sion factor is applied

~a ¼ A=A0

V =V 0
¼ eA ngqw

q0
ð7Þ

where q0 = 1 kg/m3, qw is the density of water, ng is poros-
ity of the grain solid.

The cumulative frequency of acoustic emission events is
known to be proportional to the inelastic dilatant volumet-
ric strain [50,51]. The new internal interface surface area
generated by the micro-cracking per unit volume of the
medium has been assessed using a single model of a two-
dimensional hexagonal crystal assembly [46]. It is proposed
to be proportional to the volumetric strain, eirr

v , and inver-
sely to an average crack opening at the apex, d, considered
as a rock characteristics (see e.g. Fig. 9)

~a ¼ 8=ð
ffiffiffi
3
p

dÞjeirr
v j � 1 m; if eirr

v < 0 ð8Þ
Hence,eA ¼ f ðeirr

v Þ ¼ /jevj þ /c; ev < 0 ð9aÞ
ev > 0; / ¼ 0 ð9bÞ

where / is a proportionality constant, whereas /c repre-
sents the specific surface area of pre-existing voids per unit
volume. The former inequality restricts the range of valid-
ity of the expression for the specific surface area to the
dilatancy strain only. The latter inequality aims at exclud-
ing compressive volumetric strain. When the volumetric
strain is compressive, there are no micro-cracks, hence it
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is assumed that the dissolution surface area remains con-
stant. In practice, without knowing the strain history or
chemical reaction history of the system, it is convenient
to set-up the initial time t = 0 as the moment at which
the strain starts to develop, and assume that chemical reac-
tion effect is disregarded before this time. The accumulated
volumetric strain is zero before this time, while the above
dissolution rate equation is not activated until the yielding
takes place at t P 0.

The irreversible strain rate is determined by the associ-
ated flow rule according to which the strain rate mode is
determined by the yield locus gradient, while the amount
of the strain rate is controlled by the rate of change of plas-
tic multiplier, _K

_eirr
ij ¼ _K

of
orij

ð10Þ

Multiplier _K is determined from the extended Prager’s con-
sistency condition, _f ðrij; eirr

q ; nÞ ¼ 0 (see e.g. [52,2]) as a
function of rates of stress and reaction progress

_K ¼
of

ormn
_rmn þ of

on
_n

� of
oeirr

q

2
3

of
osij

of
osij

h i1=2
; _K ¼ 0 if f < 0 or

f ¼ 0 and _f < 0 ð11Þ

while sij ¼ rij � 1
3
rkkdij is stress deviator.

5.3. Formulation of the coupled indentation-transport

problem

To simulate deformation and mass flux generation at an
intergranular contact the following approximate boundary
value problem is formulated capturing hopefully the
essential mechanisms involved. We consider a system of
rigid-plastic grains of diversified yield limits (Fig. 10). An
intergranular contact is represented by a penetration of a
rigid asperity of a grain into the surface of another grain
already in plastic state. It should be pointed out that many
types of configurations of intergranular contacts within the
grain system are possible. However, we restrict ourselves to
Fig. 10. Intergranular contacts in grain assembly.
the case when the material is under high stress and the
indentation of asperities of grains into other grains
becomes a dominant mechanism. Notably, a relatively flat
contact surface may possibly contain multiple minor asper-
ities, each of which could be modeled as an indenter. Note
furthermore, that the shape of the indenter is of no great
importance in the modeling, as will be seen later.

We consider an indentation of a frictionless asperity into
a planar surface in plane strain state. The goal is to simu-
late the process of chemo-mechanical coupling in a zone
immediately adjacent to the contact. We furthermore
assume that this zone is not directly affected by any other
contacts of the grain (Fig. 10). In fact, we shall assume that
stress at the other boundary of the zone is comparatively
small as the forces at other contacts are only a fraction
of the indenting (or damaging) contact force, and hence
the material at the other contacts remains rigid.

The formulation adopted is an extension of Johnson’s
approximation, well known in contact mechanics [53,54].
We choose to use a plane strain approximation of contacts
between ‘‘cylindrical grains’’, rather than ‘‘spherical
grains’’ for the relative analytical simplicity and for a pos-
sibility of prospective experimental verification. Accord-
ingly, the contact surface of the indenter is assumed to be
encased in a hemi-cylindrical ‘‘core’’ of radius a, within
which stress is assumed to be a hydrostatic pressure p

(Fig. 11). As Johnson pointed out, indentation experiments
show that the stresses and strains are distributed nearly
radially around the indentation point. Therefore, outside
this core it could be assumed that the stresses, strains and
displacements are axially symmetric and the same as in a
rigid-plastic thick-walled cylinder with a, b as the inner
and outer radius, respectively.

Stress boundary conditions apply at r = a and r = b,
while the lateral constraints are ignored. At the inner
boundary r = a, only hydrostatic pressure is considered,
hence there is no friction at the contact. Clearly, a is of
the order of the radius of contact area and b is of the order
of, but certainly less than, the grain radius. The hydrostatic
pressure p can be considered as a local indentation pressure
during loading.

The objective in this section is to find a relationship
between the deformation due to indentation under a con-
stant hydrostatic pressure on one side, and ensuing damage
and dissolution of the material at inter-phase interfaces as
Fig. 11. Indentation model.



Fig. 12. Boundary conditions.

Fig. 13. Yield condition and stress profiles.
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well as a mass flux generated through this process, on the
other one.

In this development it is more important to replicate the
physical and chemical mechanisms and their coupling, than
to reproduce exactly the geometrical and boundary condi-
tions. For this reason, intentionally, geometry, boundary
conditions and constitutive functions were chosen as very
simple. In particular, note that physical boundary condi-
tions at the free surface of the grain, in particular traction
conditions are intentionally not satisfied.

The reactive-diffusion process is idealized as follows.
The grain has an initial interconnected porosity, mainly
at inter-crystalline boundaries, which provides a pathway
for a spontaneous diffusion in solution. This diffusion is
maintained at a reference steady-state due to a background
dissolution–precipitation. However, the dissolution–pre-
cipitation process in unstressed and/or in elastic condi-
tions, possibly resulting in a Navarro – type of creep is
not taken into the consideration. Our main interest is to
study the phase in which inelastic deformation takes place,
dissolution starts from micro-cracks (reproduced in this
model by the irreversible dilatant strain), which generate
a new specific free surface area of interface between solid
and fluid phases. For the reason that our medium is
assumed to be rigid-plastic, any pre-plastic process, includ-
ing the effect of a prior mass removal from pre-existent
pore walls is neglected, as it is a part of the material history
that pre-dates our initial conditions. The onset of dissolu-
tion is induced by the onset of micro-cracking. This is
reflected by the condition (9b). However, for the reason
of the mass balance, the mineral production from the sur-
faces of the pre-existing pores is accounted for by the pres-
ence of /c in the expression for eA, see (9a).

The mathematical formulation of the BVP adopted is an
extension of a plane strain problem externally pressured
thick-walled cylinder formulated by Hill [55] and investi-
gated by Mróz and Kwaszczynska [56] and Hueckel and
Mróz [57]. These solutions will be extended to chemo-
mechanical couplings.

5.4. Governing equations of coupled damage-dissolution and

numerical simulation of the processes

A macro-scale problem of an internally pressured thick
cylinder under spontaneous mineral dissolution has been
discussed by Hu and Hueckel [46]. The current solution dif-
fers in the boundary conditions set-up to simulate the state
of micro-stress in grain indentation, and in the loading
program.

The stress boundary conditions are as follows (Fig. 12):

at r ¼ a; rr ¼ pa; at r ¼ b; rr ¼ 0 ð12Þ
As discussed earlier the zero normal traction at the outer

boundary condition simulates a point-wise loaded grain
supported at the other end by several other grains. We
assume that the proportions between the grain size and
asperity (indenter) size is greater than 10. Hence, the stress
at the r = b, is assumed as uniformly distributed and small
enough to be neglected, b being an artificial boundary in
Johnson’s approximation, deep enough into the grain.
The global equilibrium of the grain is not of concern
here, while it is satisfied for the axisymmetric problem
being solved, analogously to the original Johnson’s
approximation.

The equilibrium equation and kinematic relationships
for the plane strain axisymmetric problem are as follows:

drr

dr
þ rr � rh

r
¼ 0; _er ¼ �

d _u
dr
; _eh ¼ �

_u
r

ð13Þ

where r, h are outward radial and circumferential coordi-
nates, respectively, u is a radial displacement. For the sake
of simplicity, the yield limit will be taken as piecewise linear
in the principal stress space, see Fig. 13:
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for rr < 0; rh < 0; f ¼ rh � r02 ¼ 0; or f ¼ rr � r02 ¼ 0

for rr < 0; rh > 0; f ¼ rh � r01 ¼ 0; or f ¼ rr � r02 ¼ 0

for rr > 0; rh > 0; f ¼ rh � r01 ¼ 0; or f ¼ rr � r01 ¼ 0

for rr > 0; rh < 0; f ¼ rh � r02 ¼ 0; or f ¼ rr � r01 ¼ 0

ð14Þ

The advantage of such locus is that when an associated
flow rule is assumed, the kinematics is very simple, but cap-
turing the essence of straining. The hardening rules are as-
sumed as linear

rr

r01

¼ 1þ aeq � bn P 0;

rh

r02

¼ 1þ aeq � bn P 0; r01 P 0; r02 6 0 ð15Þ

where a and b are respectively strain hardening and chem-
ical weakening material constants, taken here for simplicity
the same for rr and rh. eq is deviatoric strain and defined as
eq = jeh � erj. rz remains undetermined. As discussed ear-
lier, n is the relative mass removal, as its rate is described
by Eq. (6). At this point the precipitation term is ignored
as it would lead to a constitutive non-linearity, making it
impossible to solve the equation system semi-analytically.
Hence,

_n ¼ AdscH4SiO4
kþaSiO2

a2
H2O; Ad ¼ /jevj þ const; ev < 0

ð16Þ
The activities are assumed to be unities. n in the simula-

tion becomes

_n ¼ kþðNev þ N0Þ; N ¼ s/; N0 ¼ const; 0 6 n 6 1

ð17Þ

N0 is a constant related to the surface area of the initial mi-
cro-pore. cH4SiO4

¼ 1; aSiO2
¼ 1 and aH2O ¼ 1. Notably, Eq.

(17) appears now dependent on a deformational variable
and on none of the chemical ones, and time. Given the lin-
earity of the theory as presented, the integrated mass re-
moval n is a linear function of time. When n reaches 1,
the whole mass fraction of silica is removed from the mate-
rial and the reaction is completed. Including a local precip-
itation in this model is feasible, as shown in Hu and
Hueckel [46], but requires a non-linear formulation.

It should also be noted that the choice of a deviatoric
strain hardening function in Eq. (2) is of a particular con-
sequence. As shown by Hu and Hueckel [46], to allow a
chemically induced irreversible strain at a constant stress,
a compensation mode is induced between the two harden-
ing terms, if eirr

q > 0 and n > 0. Note, that requirement of
the compensation mode limits the use of the classical volu-
metric strain softening function instead of deviatoric strain
hardening. Both functions are commonly used in the dilat-
ant regime of geomaterials. However, as demonstrated by
Hu [44], the employment of volumetric strain softening
leads to a possible instable behavior of the material and
may imply a loss of stability of granular force chains due
to chemical reactions, the occurrence that is observed in
granular systems [58].

The process considered is composed of two phases. An
initial phase corresponds to a grain point load equivalent
to reaching the in situ loading. It consists in an increasing
loading at the inner boundary r = a up to value rra = pa

(pa > r01). Before the inner load reaches the initial yield
stress r01, the whole grain remains rigid. Once r01 is
exceeded at r = a, an inner plastic zone develops between
r = a and a certain radius r = c. The radial stress at r = a

is represented in the stress space in Fig. 13 as a point mov-
ing along the critical line AA 0, from A (rra = r01) until it
reaches rra = pa at A 0. The radial stress at the expanding
outer boundary r = c of this zone remains at the yield point
A. Continuity of radial stress and displacement across the
internal boundary r = c is imposed. The material in the
outside zone, c 6 r 6 b remains rigid, with the stress profile
AB0 as marked in Fig. 13, while the inner zone expands.
The outer zone starts to yield when the circumferential
stress component at r = c (as AA 0 in Fig. 13) reaches the
value of r02 at a particular moment, which is when the
outer zone ring reaches the thickness allowing to satisfy
the yield condition, AB. The entire outer ring yields at
the same instant and undergoes a uniform radial displace-
ment u = u0 as a consequence of the peculiar yield locus
and the normality rule (_er ¼ �o _u=or ¼ 0Þ.

The moment of yielding onset of the outer ring is chosen
as a starting point (t = 0) for the subsequent phase, simu-
lating a long-term process at a constant load driven by
the chemical softening due to mass removal. The value of
pa determined by the deformed configuration at this partic-
ular moment is taken as the constant stress boundary con-
dition that is applied to the grain during this phase of the
process.

The numerical analysis of the boundary value problem
focuses on the phase after the initial loading is completed
and the radial stresses at the internal and external bound-
aries remain constant at rra = pa, rrb = 0. At this point a
phase of a time-dependent deformation begins driven by
the chemical reaction of dissolution of silica. The material
develops a simultaneous strain hardening and chemical
softening via the compensatory mechanism mentioned
already. Softening within the outer zone takes place due
to dilatancy caused by yielding and producing new inter-
face surface area for dissolution in addition to the original
interfacial dissolution surface present within the material.
The strain hardening generated via the compensatory
mechanism drives the displacement at the inner boundary.
With time progressing, the stress at boundary c grows
along AA 0, while the boundary between the zones moves
now inward, _c < 0. The inner zone becomes smaller and
the outer zone of dilatancy expands. That makes a total
production of dissolved mineral larger and larger. With
the choice of the simple yield function, the following con-
straints are imposed: for the inner zone, a 6 r 6 c, stress
states stay at the corners (between A and C in Fig. 13) of
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the subsequent yielding curves (see Fig. 13). The flow rule
at the corner points is non-unique, but on the other hand,
rr and rh are in constant relation: �rh/rr = tanu. The lat-
ter condition, together with the strain hardening function,
impose a contractile kinematics in the inner zone; for the
outer zone, c 6 r 6 b, the yielding is determined by its cir-
cumferential stress component, hence _er ¼ 0, and
u = u0 = const. The normal (radial) stress component is
required by equilibrium condition to be continuous across
the boundary r = c, hence rinner

rc ¼ router
rc . On the other hand,

as the kinematics of the problem excludes the portions FD,
EF and AD, the circumferential stress component becomes
constrained by the requirement that stress at the interface
r = c remains at point A of the intersection of the yield con-
dition and the critical state line, hence rinner

hc ¼ router
hc . With

these conditions and Eqs. (12)–(17), the internal pres-
sure–displacement relationship can be determined as a
solution of the following system of transcendental equa-
tions for the coupled chemo-mechanics in the outer zone,
c < r < b:

The radial stress continuity requires that

pa

r01 tan u
a
c

� �1þtan u
¼ ð1� KctÞ

b
c
� 1

� �
�

R t
0

Ku0 dt
r

� au0

r

 !
ln

b
c

ð18Þ

while the intersection of the yield locus and critical line re-
quires the equality of circumferential stress components

pa

r01

a
c

� �1þtan u
¼ ð1� KctÞ �

R t
0

Ku0 dt
r

� au0

r

 !
ð19Þ

Finally, the displacement at radius a, or indenter penetra-
tion is derived from the hardening function of the portion
AB of the locus, as follows:

u
r
� u0

c
¼ 1

a
pa=r01

1þ tan u
a
r

� �1þtan u
� a

c

� �1þtan u
� �

þ ln
r
c

	 

ð20Þ
Fig. 14. (a) Penetration of intergranular
where the chemical coefficients K = b 0Nk+ and Kc = b 0N0k+

represent the chemical softening associated with dilatancy
and the initial micro-cracking, respectively. The inner zone
is contractile in the pre-creep phase, and it remains con-
tractile across most of its thickness. The pre-existing void
surface does generate some limited dissolution propor-
tional to term N0 in Eq. (17), but its effect on chemical soft-
ening can be disregarded as physically immaterial. There is
a narrow dilatant ring induced by the kinematic continuity
condition across r = c, as seen in Fig. 14b. However, the
dissolution from this zone is very limited and has been ne-
glected in the simulation. The zone itself has a numerically
insignificant thickness.

The results of the numerical solution of the equation
system (18)–(20) are shown in Figs. 14–16. The values of
the input parameters used are: pa/r01 = 1.846, �r02/
r01 = tanu = 0.2, a = 5, b/a = 10. Fig. 14a represents the
kinematics of the grain under the constant load, and shows
the displacement ua of the internal circumference, r = a,
induced purely by the chemical process. This displacement
can be interpreted as the penetration of the rigid asperity
into the grain. As can be seen the chemical softening due
to dissolution of the material can significantly accelerate
the penetration, as coefficient K is proportional to both
the rate dissolution constant and the chemical softening
parameter. Fig. 14b illustrates the development of the dif-
ferent zones across the grain, at a given time, t. In particu-
lar, one may observe here the chemical coupling at the field
level. In fact, for larger values of chemical coefficient K, the
critical state zone (r < c) and compaction zone become
smaller and disappear all together earlier, showing clearly
that the dilatant damage zone is markedly increased due
to the chemical reaction enhancement of damage (soften-
ing). The evolution of the distribution of the relative mass
dissolution and volumetric strain is depicted in Fig. 15a
and b, respectively. As the mass dissolution rate is propor-
tional to dilatancy, the largest mass dissolution takes place
close to the critical radius (r = c), usually the peak of neg-
ative volumetric strain.

As for the stress, being under a constant radial external
loading, the radial stress distribution (Fig. 16a) does not
contact; (b) propagation of zones.



Fig. 15. (a) Evolution of the relative mass dissolution; (b) evolution of volumetric strain.

Fig. 16. (a) Evolution of the radial stress; (b) evolution of the circumferential stress.
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change much. However, the circumferential stress distribu-
tion evolves quite significantly, as can be seen in Fig. 16b.
5.5. Intra-granular reactive transport at the micro-scale

In the following sections we investigate further various
consequences of the grain contact processes, namely: trans-
port of solutes across the intra-granular porous solid as
well as transport within the intergranular pore, and finally
precipitation over a medium range distance within the
intergranular pore space.

First, an intra-grain diffusion of the dissolved matter
away from the source at the newly created crack walls is
addressed.

The intra-granular transport originates at the dissolu-
tion sites and, via the evolution of the dissolution surface
area per unit volume, is coupled to the amount of deforma-
tion/damage. The presence of diffusion in turn affects the
rate of mass change of silica, which is hence controlled
by the reactive-diffusive transport law of silicic acid:

oxH4SiO4

ot
¼D

o2xH4SiO4

or2
þ 1

r
oxH4SiO4

or

� �
þ kþðNevþN0Þ

s
ð21Þ
where xH4SiO4
is molar fraction of aqueous silica in the fluid

phase within the grain. Assuming the pore fluid, F to be a
dilute solution, the molar fraction of any of its species k,
has mass content mkF = MkF/V0, linked to molar fraction,
xkF through V0 which is the reference volume of the entire
grain medium. D is the solute diffusion coefficient. The last
term of the right-hand side in (21) is the rate of quartz mass
production as defined in Eq. (5) via the activity of aqueous
silica. Molar fraction is related to activity of an individual
species determined by the constitutive law (1, 2) and hence,

akF ¼ ckF xkF ; xkK ¼
N kKP
l2KN lK

¼ mkK=mðMÞkP
l2KmlK=mðMÞl

ð22Þ

where NkL is a number of moles of the species in the phase,
mðMÞk is its molar mass.

Quartz mass production is enhanced by the dilatancy-
damage of the grain material represented by the volumetric
plastic strain. The dissolution rate is proportional to the
reaction area eA, which is assumed to be a linear function
of dilatant volumetric strain ev in Eq. (9). The local
(micro-scale) precipitation is ignored. As ev = �u0/r, the
last term of Eq. (21) is determined independently from the
solution of the system (18)–(20), which makes the transport
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of aqueous silica deformation dependent on the deforma-
tion of the grain.

There are two stages of the intra-grain transport process
as represented in the cartoon in Fig. 17. The reference con-
ditions at a zero load are defined by a uniform dissolution
of silica occurring within the body of the grain at the
surface of pre-existing uniformly distributed voids, and
directed toward the exterior of the grain. Interconnected
intra-grain porosity, mainly at inter-crystalline boundaries,
provides pathways for the transport. As only a subdomain
of the entire grain is represented in our axisymmetric BVP,
centered around the indenter, the reference stage is repre-
sented by a purely diffusive transport in a steady state.
Concentration boundary conditions within the grain are:
at the indenter, in contact with the macro-pore water con-
tinually washing the grain surface, a zero silicic acid con-
centration: r = a, xH4SiO4

¼ 0; the external boundary of
the damaged zone within the grain at r = b is an artificial
boundary and in this BVP it represents the state in the
undamaged part of the grain with dissolution from the
pre-existing pores, in equilibrium with the solution in the
macro-pore across its perimeter, and hence a constant con-
centration of silicic acid, r = b, xH4SiO4

¼ x0 for t P 0. These
boundary conditions imply also that there is an initial
Fig. 17. Schematic representation of intra-grain transport.

Fig. 18. (a) Evolution of the dimensionless flux at r =
background steady-state transport following a classical dif-
fusion solution, for a cylinder b P r P a, at t = 0,
x ¼ lnðr=aÞ

lnðb=aÞ x0 (a standard solution that can be found in clas-
sical mass or heat transfer textbooks, see e.g. [59]), from the
body of the grain to the point of contact with the indenter,
or toward the macro-pore space, driven by the difference in
the imposed values of concentration.

Subsequently, a point-wise production of silicic acid
across the damaged part of the body of the grain, coupled
to the amount of mechanical damage evolves from the ini-
tial steady-state diffusion and affects the concentration dis-
tribution and consequently, the flux of the solute mass at
the inner boundary. Such a diffusive flux, defined as
J ¼ �DrxH4SiO4

is of significant interest, as it allows one
to determine the influence of the mechanical damage on
the net dissolution of the grain and mass production of
the solute. Fig. 18a and b show the flux of the material
leaving the grain across the indent contact surface idealized
as a cylinder at r = a. Non-dimensional variables of time
and flux, respectively, s and j are introduced as, s = tD/
a2 and j = Ja/Dx0. Coefficient M represents the effect of
deformation/damage associated with the dilatant volumet-
ric strain on the mass transfer, M = Nk+a2/Dx0. The differ-
ence between the curves for M = 5 and M = 0 shows the
disparity between chemo-mechanical and purely diffusive
flux of the dissolved mineral. It is clear that the total flux
is strongly dominated by the damage component.

6. Meso-scale model of grain assembly: transport phenomena

and material stiffening

6.1. Inter-grain pore transport

We keep in mind one possible engineering application of
the presented study, which is the prediction of compaction
of soils and sediments at a constant in situ stress, prior,
during and after the pore fluid (water, oil, natural gas)
extraction. The above-mentioned aspects of the solute fate
play a cardinal role in the extraction technologies and the
consequent subsidence of soil/sediment masses.
a; (b) evolution of the specific mass flux at r = a.
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As mentioned earlier the fate of the dissolved mineral
remains largely a mystery. Apparently contradictory labo-
ratory and field evidence (see e.g. [13]) point to different
scenarios. A standard scenario calls for a mid-range diffu-
sive/advective transport of the dissolved species from the
inter-grain boundary toward the macro-pore space and
precipitation within it, at unstressed free surfaces (closed
system scenario). An alternative scenario includes a trans-
port (diffusive and/or advective) outside of the representa-
tive elementary volume and precipitation at a remote
location (open system scenario). In this section we address
a closed system scenario.

The mineral mass injected from the grain into the exter-
nal pore water is assumed to be continuously washed away
from the contact zone into the inter-grain pore space. Sub-
sequent transport of the dissolved mineral in the inter-grain
pore is assumed to be a mid-range transport, that is within
one immediately adjacent inter-grain pore. It is conceptual-
ized as a meso-scale reactive diffusion around individual
grains filling the meso-scale pore. The mineral mass
removed from the contact zone is transported and precipi-
tated along the adjacent free surface of the grain. A ‘‘coat-
ing’’-like precipitate accumulates on the free surface of the
grain boundary reducing as a result the meso-pore space, as
discussed in the next section.

In a particular configuration of the regular grain system
(Fig. 19), a transport equation similar to Eq. (21) could be
established, with the precipitation of aqueous silica consid-
ered instead of the dissolution term:

oxH4SiO4

ot
¼ D

R2

o2xH4SiO4

oh2
� k�xH4SiO4

ð23Þ

where D is the diffusion coefficient, k� is the rate constant
of precipitation. xH4SiO4

is the molar fraction of aqueous sil-
ica in the inter-grain pore solution, xH4SiO4

¼ xH4SiO4
ðh; tÞ,

where h represents the angular coordinate along the grain
circumference surface, assumed as cylindrical, between A

(h = �p/4) and B (h = p/4) as shown in Fig. 19. The first
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (23) is the diffusion part
of transport and the second term represents production
part, in which only the precipitation is considered. In this
Fig. 19. A simple cell of grain system around the meso-pore.
equation it is assumed that transport takes place only at
the free surface of the grain and the resulting precipitation
accumulates forming a layer. This is indeed a highly ideal-
ized scenario, however, it provides a viable way to calculate
the precipitated mass without considering the complicated
path of the transport of the dissolved mass near the grain
contact. Moreover, as pointed out in the later context,
the mass conservation can directly give the precipitation
rate quantity for a closed system without any geometrical
considerations. The flux generated at the contact surface,
fp, discussed in the previous section determines the bound-
ary flux condition for the above Eq. (23), considering a
mass balance via

fp ¼
J apa
4-p

ð24Þ

Eq. (24) is obtained by assuming that the amount of silicic
acid (in terms of the number of moles) coming out from the
contact area into the pore space is equal to the amount
entering the transport path along the free surface of four
one-quarter grains surrounding the contact. Thus, Ja-

pa Æ 1 m = 4fpxp Æ 1 m. Ja is the mass flux produced by
the grain across the inner boundary of the damage zone,
r = a; -p is a hypothetical characteristic length of the pore
space, which is postulated as the ratio of the volume of the
macro-pore, Vvoid to the free surface area Sfree of the grain
exposed to the pore fluid, -p = Vvoid/Sfree = (2/p � 1/2)R.
The solution of Eq. (23) yields the precipitation flux and
furthermore, the ‘‘coating’’ rate at the free grain surface,
since the precipitated silica is assumed to form a coating-
like layer.

Clearly, as the boundary flux fp, Eq. (24), is time depen-
dent, the transport process described by Eq. (23) is a tran-
sient process. A simplified solution is obtained by assuming
that the chemo-mechanical coupling of the contact dissolu-
tion is a dominant process with respect to the transport and
precipitation, and that Eq. (23) is addressed for a steady
state, oxH4SiO4

=ot ¼ 0. Hence, solving Eq. (23) with the
boundary condition, h = �p/4: D=R � oxH4SiO4

=oh ¼ fp and
h = p/4: D=R � oxH4SiO4

=oh ¼ �fp yields the concentration
distribution as a function of h:

xH4SiO4
¼ fp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

k�D

s
exp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k�Rh

D

qh i
þ exp �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k�Rh

D

qh i
exp

ffiffiffiffi
k�
D

q
pR
4

h i
� exp �

ffiffiffiffi
k�
D

q
pR
4

h i ð25Þ

Notably, fp as seen in Eq. (24), is a rate and hence bears
dimension of t�1. Consequently, the rate of the formation
of coating can be calculated as a change in the coating
thickness, over an infinitesimal area, dS of the free surface,
as certain number of moles of silica are precipitated in the
water volume, dV,

_dc ¼
VOLpre

dS
¼MOLpretSiO2

dS
¼ k�xH4SiO4

� dV � tSiO2

tH2OdS

¼ k�xH4SiO4
-ptSiO2

tH2O

ð26Þ
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Since practically
ffiffiffiffi
k�
D

q
R� 1, by considering a dilute solu-

tion, so that ex = 1 + x for x! 0, Eq. (25) could be further
linearized and the coating rate becomes

_dc ¼
J aatSiO2

RtH2O

ð27Þ

where tSiO2
and tHO2

are the molar mass of SiO2 and H2O,
respectively. As a result of this approximation, the coating
rate appears to be uniformly distributed, i.e. independent
of h. The relative coating rate ð _dc=RÞ is plotted against time
as in Fig. 20a. It should be pointed out that this precipita-
tion rate and the ‘‘coating’’ rate could be directly obtained
by considering the mass conservation in a closed system
(see e.g. [17]).

6.2. Meso-scale chemically driven pore volume reduction

From the engineering point of view one of the most
important effects of intergranular contact phenomena is
the macroscopically observed post-aging stiffening. The
stiffness of a porous medium may be seen as primarily
depending on the size of the pore. Hence, the stiffening
may be seen as a product of a gradual filling of the pore
with the load carrying precipitate. However, as the micro-
scopic model presented in the previous subsection is limited
to the phenomena within or around a single grain, it does
not include the inter-grain pore. Inclusion of inter-grain
pore requires considering an assembly of grain. A simple
way to study the stiffening of a grain assembly is to con-
sider a cluster of grains surrounding a pore. We will refer
to such a system as the meso-scale model. Hence, to link
the cause to the effect we need to cross the scale boundaries,
to be able to use the variables pertinent to micro-scale at
the meso-scale. Thus, up-scaling will be undertaken via
averaging.

We consider a very simple geometric configuration of a
2D regular grain assembly as in Fig. 19, as a unit cell com-
posed of four 1/4 grains, which henceforth becomes a rep-
resentative volume at the meso-scale.
Fig. 20. (a) Evolution of relative coating rate; (b) evolution o
The initial macroscopic porosity of this volume is

n0 ¼ V 0
void

V 0
¼ 1� V 0

solid

V 0

¼ 1�
pR2 � 8 R2ha

2
� a0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2�a2

0

p
2

� �
4ðR2 � a2

0Þ
ð28Þ

where ha = arcsin(a/R). V0 is the initial volume of the unit
cell and V 0

void is the initial volume of the void. a is the radius
of the circular contact area between two grains. Initially,
this contact radius is a0. Numerically, it is equal to the in-
ner radius of the damage zone of the grain, as in Section
5.4.

As discussed in the previous sections, the change of the
macro-pore volume results from two geometrical changes:
the approach of the grains caused by the grain deformation
induced by a time-dependent chemo-mechanical indenta-
tion process at the intergranular contact, ua, and the pore
volume change due to mass precipitation on the pore walls.
The deformation effect can be represented using an equa-
tion similar to (28) with the current contact radius approx-
imated by a = a0 + ua:

V 0void

V
¼ 1� V 0solid

V
¼ 1�

pR2 � 8 R2ha
2
� a

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2�a2
p

2

� �
4ðR2 � a2Þ

ð29Þ

On the other hand, the relative pore space reduction in vol-
ume by the precipitation of the mineral at the free surface is
controlled by the rate of coating

V 00solid

V
¼
R t

0
_dcð2p� 8haÞRdt

4ðR2 � a2Þ
ð30Þ

Hence the total change of mesoscopic porosity could be de-
fined as

�Dn ¼ n0 � n ¼ V 0solid

V
þ V 00solid

V
� V 0

solid

V 0
ð31Þ
f porosity change, under different intergranular pressure.



Fig. 22. Pressure–displacement curve for different phases during com-
pression of a meso-scale REV.
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The porosity evolution under different constant stress is
presented in Fig. 20b.

6.3. Meso-scale representation of material stiffening due to

precipitation

For the purpose of capturing the post-aging stiffening
consider the meso-scale system of the four cylindrical par-
ticles in contact as in Fig. 19, but now under a uniform
increment of load. These particles correspond to the mutu-
ally indenting cylindrical particles discussed in the previous
section, which are additionally coated with a layer of the
precipitate with a thickness corresponding to the length
of time period of aging. As a unit cell we identify a set of
four quarters of particles in contact. We put forward
now a hypothesis that the deformability of such a system
is controlled by the relative size of the meso-pore. We then
represent the neighborhood of the meso-pore as a hollow
cylinder subject to a compressive external loading. Its con-
figuration and boundary conditions are presented in
Fig. 21. Consequently, the system presented is meant to
simulate the variable compressibility of the porous medium
dominated by the ‘‘arching’’ action around the pore of
radius ri decreasing in time due to mineral precipitation.

The compressibility of the system can be quantified by a
relationship between the external displacement ue at the
external radius r = re, or a direct result of average volumet-
ric strain based on the displacement calculation, and the
pressure p at r = re. The stiffness evolution is followed by
parameterizing the stiffness with respect to a decreasing
of the internal radius. The entire process of aging is simu-
lated by a compression loading in three phases. Here, the
same rigid-plastic constitutive relationship (Fig. 13) used
in early discussion on a micro-scale granular contact, is
adopted, but to represent the yield condition of such a
REV in a different scale. The solution procedure for pre-
aging phase and aging phases follows the same spirit as
in Section 5.4 and is briefly summarized below.

Pre-aging (OA in Fig. 22) is the phase in which the exter-
nal load rre is increased from 0 to pc

e. The solution is
obtained in a similar way as for the intergranular contact
model (Section 5.4). The yield function and kinematic con-
dition determine the stress profile as shown in Fig. 13. The
stress state at the inner boundary r = ri is initially repre-
Fig. 21. Representation of a meso-scale REV subjected to the post-aging
load increment.
sented by point J, then moving along the rh axis. The prob-
lem is solved with a similar approach, in which, however,
only one-zone configuration is considered. This configura-
tion is ensured for the cylinders for which re/ri < 2.718, that
is for the media with the porosity larger than 13.5%. Under
these restrictions, the entire cylinder is subjected to the
yield condition depending on the circumferential stress
and because of the associated kinematics ð_er ¼ o _u=or ¼ 0Þ
undergoes a uniform radial displacement rate. Conse-
quently, as shown in Fig. 22, the slope of the pressure–dis-
placement curve is a ln(re/ri).

Aging (AB in Fig. 22) corresponds to the phase of a con-
stant external load rre ¼ pc

e. Due to the chemical softening
effect, the strain is developing. However, as the mechanism
of chemical softening and plastic strain is localized within a
narrow zone of a single grain, we shall directly adopt up-
scaled values of mass dissolution from the micro-scale
mechanism discussed in Section 5.4, as calculated over
the four grains. Consequently, the yield criterion and equi-
librium provide the corresponding stresses. Note, that it is
assumed that the behavior of the meso-scale grain system
as represented in Fig. 21 is not sensitive during aging to
the effect of precipitating mineral. This is an approximation
supported by the observation that precipitation occurs at a
high circumferential stress and hence at a predeformed sur-
face of the grain. Therefore, the coating layer at the
moment of deposition has a zero strain. It may be expected
that in reality some further aging strain induces an incre-
mental strain in the coating layer, and hence some stress,
but it is believed that this effect is minor.

The post-aging phase starts when after a period of
aging, the load at r = re resumes to increase above the value
of pc

e. A peculiarity of this phase is the presence of the
newly formed material, which has precipitated on the
surface of the pore, i.e. at r < ri. It is hypothesized that
material has the same mechanical constitutive properties
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as the original material (this assumption is not necessary
but yields a very simple mathematical solution). Hence
the response to the further compression is strongly depen-
dent on the size of the inner radius. The pressure–displace-
ment response becomes stiffer as the post-coating inner
radius is smaller due to the precipitated mass. Similar to
the pre-aging phase, the slope of the post-aging compres-
sion line (BC in Fig. 22) is determined as a ln(re/(ri � Di)).
Di is the thickness of the coating layer. In this particular
presentation for the purpose of demonstrating the stiffen-
ing effect, we consider a uniform Di calculated directly from
the relative mass dissolution:

Di ¼
fpV S

Afree

¼ mpfdV ð1� nÞ
Afree

ð32Þ

In general, fp is the relative mass precipitation, obtained by
averaging the coating rate _dc over time and free surface with-
in a meso-REV, fp ¼

R
t

R
Afree

_dc dAfree dt=V S . We define fd as
the accumulated relative mass dissolution at the meso-scale,
calculated with a cross-scale function fd ¼

R
t

R
V S

_ndV dt=V S

by integration of _n over time and the entire volume of the so-
lid grains in a meso-scale REV. For the purpose of address-
ing the stiffness change via a solution to the meso-scale BVP.
A coating is represented as a corresponding change in inter-
nal radius directly from the precipitated mass via Eq. (32). V

consists of the total volume of the grains as well as the pores
in the meso-scale REV, hence, V ¼

P
kV Gk þ V P, VGk is the

volume of an individual grain and VP is the volume of the
pores in a meso-scale REV. mp represents the ratio of
precipitated mass to the total accumulated relative mass
dissolution as not all the mass dissolved must precipitate
locally (for a an open system, with a vigorous stirring effect
it may happen that mp = 0), n is the porosity and Afree is the
free surface area in the total volume V, of a meso-scale
REV.

It needs to be noted that for the very simple form of the
yield surface as presented in Fig. 13, the compression of the
hollow cylinder is always stable. This would not be the case
for a more realistic form of the yield criterion allowing for a
mechanical strain softening. For such a case Hueckel and
Mróz [57] have shown that after an initial phase of an
increased pressure, a hollow cylinder undergoes an unstable
phase when at a continuing closure of the pore the external
pressure actually decreases. This type of behavior matches
the macroscopically observed end of precipitation enhanced
post-aging stiffening effect. Further possible refinements of
the problem formulation should first of all include a differ-
ent strength and hardening characteristics of the precipitate
material, as compared to the original material.

7. A macro-scale constitutive law: effects of the micro-scale
mass removal and precipitation. Cross-scale transfer

functions

We will employ previously proposed macroscopic
chemo-plasticity theory [1,2], which is an extension of
Cam-clay theory of hardening plasticity [60]. Its main tool
is the yield limit usually expressed in terms of mean normal
stress �p and deviatoric stress invariant �q expressed as
�q ¼ 1

2
�sij�sij

� �1=2
. Variables marked with a top bar refer to

macro-scale, if they were previously used at micro- or
meso-scale

f ¼ �p2 � �ppc þ ð�q=MÞ2 ¼ 0 ð33Þ
The hardening variable pc, describing the size of the yield
locus and hence the apparent preconsolidation stress, is pro-
posed to be dependent, classically, on the volumetric plastic
strain and the relative mass change due to dissolution and
precipitation. As clearly learned from the previous sections,
the net change of mass of mineral per unit volume of the
macrostructure has no specific meaning, as the removed or
added masses play a fundamentally different structural role
in the granular assembly. Also importantly, these masses are
removed from or added to ‘‘strategically’’ different locations
in the macrostructure. In other terms, even though the re-
moved and added masses are of the same mineral and within
the same macro-REV, their structural role is different, and
they need to be treated differently in the macroscopic consti-
tutive law (33). The only way we were able to envision to
accomplish this task is to relate the masses of the same spe-
cies to lower scale variables explicitly and associate them
with their corresponding different microscopic mechanisms.
In what follows similar to Hueckel et al. [61], we associate
the dissolved mass with a macroscopic chemical softening
mechanism, whereas the precipitated mass with a macro-
scopic post-aging stiffening mechanism. As a result the hard-
ening function pc is postulated as

pc ¼ p0
c exp ½kð�fpÞ��1ð1þ e0Þ�epl

v þ Rð�fdÞ
n o

ð34Þ

where p0
c is the initial size of the yield locus. e0 is the initial

void ratio. k is the plastic (variable) bulk modulus of com-
pressibility (logarithmic). To be consistent with the micro-
scopic approach, rigid-plasticity is adopted. The chemical
softening term R is a function of the macroscopic relative
mass loss �fd. This mass loss can be identified as the volume
average of a meso-scale mass removed from the solid grain,
fd integrated over the macro-REV. The expression for this
volume average is effectively a cross-scale transfer function
for the mass removal effect. In a normal compression test, k
describes the slope of change of the specific volume against
change of the isotropic stress. A visible decrease in its value
in the macro-scale post-aging phase experiments presented
in Section 2 is of particular interest. We propose that k de-
pend on the amount of the mineral precipitated in the
macro-pore during the aging phase, defined via a macro-
scopic variable �fp. In what follows it will be obtained as
the volume average of the relative mass over the meso-
REV. The expression for this volume average is a cross-
scale transfer function for the added mass effect. This sep-
aration of roles could be proved directly by performing
closed system and open system experiments, removing in
the latter one, all dissolved mass from the suspension by
flushing the pore space with a fresh pore fluid.
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Hence, compressibility modulus k is expressed by

k ¼ k0Wð�fpÞ ð35Þ
k0 is a constant (initial value of) stiffness modulus before
aging. It may easily be obtained from a standard mechan-
ical test.

The macroscopic tests make it possible to observe and
measure a post-aging stiffness increase when the loading
is resumed at the end of the aging. As the amount and
the range of the stiffening increase with the amount of
strain accumulated during aging (see Fig. 24) this can pos-
sibly be attributed to the contribution of the precipitated
material to undertake additional loading after the loading
resumes. It is however not known whether during aging
itself the precipitated material actually contributes to car-
rying any load. Also, as can be seen at the meso-scale there
is an upper limit of how much of the material can precipi-
tate within a pore and hence there is a limit of the stiffness
growth. Given these uncertainties it is assumed that the
evolution of the yield limit during aging is affected by these
two counteracting phenomena of macroscopically mea-
sured dissolution induced softening and precipitation
induced hardening. However, it needs to be noted that
the amount of the actually precipitated mineral depends
also on factors like a long-range transport, such as diffu-
sion and/or advection of the dissolved mineral outside of
the macro-RVE. Therefore, two independent chemical
variables need to be considered separately, and their effects
on the preconsolidation need to be easily identifiable.

For a constant stress _�rij ¼ 0, or plastic-neutral loading
of
o�rij

_�rij ¼ 0 the resulting macroscopic plastic strain rate
occurring during this aging process is obtained from the
extended Prager consistency condition [46]

_�epl
v ¼ �

of

o�fp

_�fp þ
of

o�fd

_�fd

of

o�epl
v

0BB@
1CCA ð36Þ

The macroscopic volumetric strain arises resulting from the
compensation mechanism for the net resultant of the chem-
ical softening and chemical hardening (stiffening). The
identification of the variables used in the above macro-
scopic description of the plastic strain is much dependent
on a good understanding of the chemo-mechanical cou-
pling process at the micro-scale, as well as its subsequent
consequence at the meso-scale discussed above. To be able
to quantify the processes controlling dissolution softening
and precipitation hardening one need to resort to numeri-
cal models at micro- and meso-scales. The formulation
such as in Eqs. (33)–(36) requires a tool for linking these
scale processes to macroscopic properties.

In what follows, we will use the results of microscopic
and mesoscopic simulations developed in Sections 5 and
6 to determine the remaining macroscopic constitutive
functions. Notably, the simulation of the post-aging stiffen-
ing can provide data for coefficient k. From Eq. (35) one
can determine that at the macro-scale the strain increments
produced over an equal stress increment during pre-aging
and post-aging phases are proportional to their respective
moduli, k0 and k

k
k0

¼ ðd�epl
v Þ

post-a

ðd�epl
v Þpre-a

ð37Þ

Their values can be determined by considering the macro-
scopic volumetric strains as up-scaled mesoscopic variables
of volume changes calculated as above (Fig. 22).

The above averaging procedures allow us to obtain, the
hardening function W and hence k as functions of time, in
terms of the chemical reaction rates and microscopic con-
stitutive parameters. A special case examined here is taking
the representing variables for a meso-REV in Fig. 21 as
those for a macro-scale REV, assuming periodic arrange-
ment of grain system and demonstrating a possible expres-
sion for the hardening function W. We replace the radii, ri

and re with their expressions in terms of the macro-scale
properties V, Afree and void ratio e, then utilizing Eqs.
(32, 35, 37), the hardening function W can be obtained as

W ¼ k
k0

¼ ðd�epl
v Þ

post-a

ðd�epl
v Þpre-a

¼
Dp aðreþri�DiÞ

2re
lnðre=ðri � DiÞÞ

h i.
Dp= aðreþriÞ

2re
lnðre=riÞ

h i

¼ 1�
�fp

2eþ e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ e
p

� �
ln

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ e�1
p

ln
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eð1þ eÞ

p
2e� �fp

26664
37775 ð38Þ

In turn, knowing the evolution of k, the chemical soften-
ing term Rð�fdÞ in Eq. (35) can now be calculated using the
data from the simulation of the micro-scale process of dis-
solution during aging and assuming it to be a linear func-
tion of the macroscopic relative mass dissolution �fd, i.e.
Rð�fdÞ ¼ Rc

�fd. Hence, returning to Eq. (36), the macro-
scopic variables _�fd;

_�fp and _�epl
v can be substituted by their

counterpart averages at the meso-scale

Rc ¼ �
of

o�epl
v

_�epl
v þ

of
o�fp

_�fp

_�fd

0@ 1A ð39Þ

Hence, knowing of
o�fp

, of

o�epl
v

and the averaged rates _�fd;
_�fp and _�epl

v ,

coefficient Rc can easily be determined. In particular, the
macroscopic strain could be described by the boundary dis-
placement of the meso-scale REV:

_�epl
v ¼

R
S uini dS

V
ð40Þ

V is the volume of the REV with the boundary surface S. ui

is the boundary displacement and ni is the outer unit nor-
mal vector of S. It could be further simplified in a discrete
form [62,58]:
_�epl
v ¼

P
LX

c
i D _uc

i

V
ð41Þ



Fig. 24. Pressure vs. volumetric strain at macro-scale as upscaled from a
meso-scale model.
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D _uc
i is the relative translation rate of the two grain centers

of the edge c. Xc
i is the complementary area vector, a micro-

variable that characterizes the local geometry of the neigh-
borhood of cth edge. The above result is coincident with
the result in Eq. (36) when the higher order of deformation
gradient is ignored when only small strain is considered.

It should be pointed out that the porosity change due to
precipitation reads

_�nprec ¼
R

Afree

_dc dAfree

V
¼ _�fp#S

#S is the volume fraction of solid grains in a macro-REV.
Clearly, this effect is reflected by Eq. (36), in which the stiff-
ness modulus is dependent upon the relative mass
precipitation.

The above procedures make it possible to up-scale the
meso-scale volumetric variables and pressures to the corre-
sponding macro-scale quantities and identify the macro-
scale constitutive parameters. Hence, the constitutive
parameter of the macro-scale is

Rc ¼
1þ e

k

1
k

ok
o�fp

_�fp � _�epl
v

_�fd

0@ 1A ð42Þ

where ok=o�fp could be obtained from Eq. (38).
Rc could be approximately calculated using the upscaled

values from the meso-scale model for a simple configura-
tion as in Fig. 18. If the void ratio in Eq. (42) is chosen
as the initial void ratio e0 = 0.258, the initial stiffness mod-
ulus k0 = 0.73, the increment of plastic volumetric strain
could be obtained from the formulae (28) and (31) (see also
Fig. 20b) for the first 150 h, D�epl

v ¼ 0:024. The relative mass
dissolution is obtained by integrating over the four grains
and the result is presented in Fig. 23. For simplicity it is
assumed that the precipitated mass is equal to the dissolved
mass. For such a period as 150 h, D�fd ¼ D�fp ¼ 0:056. The
modulus k can be calculated from Eq. (38), obtaining
k = 0.59, a nearly 20% decrease in the compressibility com-
Fig. 23. Rate of the relative mass dissolution as upscaled from a meso-
scale model.
pared to the initial one in 6 days. Finally, the value of Rc is
found from Eq. (42) as Rc = �9.617.

As a result we can reconstruct a macroscopic representa-
tion of the post-aging stiffness. Clearly, as the thickness of
the precipitation coating depends on the aging time period,
so does the change in the post-aging compressibility.
Fig. 24 represents such variation for a selected aging period
duration values. Within 1000 h of aging an about 50%
increase of the stiffness is reached. The general trend and
numerical values compare satisfactorily with the experi-
mental data in Fig. 1.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, dissolution of minerals at a stressed inter-
granular contact and its consequence are investigated via
scenarios of chemo-mechanical processes hypothesized to
develop during soil or sediment compaction. Some qualita-
tive experiments on submerged solid grains of chalk in con-
tact illustrate a damage-enhanced dissolution. These
experiments together with geological evidence in the litera-
ture provide a motivation for the main hypothesis that the
chemo-mechanical damage in the contact zone is largely
responsible for the evolution of the sediment properties
during compaction. A scenario has been constructed which
includes: a chemo-mechanical model of indentation into
rigid-chemo-plastic grain, producing significant enhance-
ment of mineral dissolution and simultaneous chemical
softening of the grains, followed by diffusion and precipita-
tion at the free surfaces of the grain assembly. As a result of
grain deformation and precipitation, a porosity evolution
takes place.

A mathematical model developed to numerically
describe this scenario is effectively a three-scale model.
The scales are: micro-scale for intra-grain processes,
meso-scale for processes within grain assembly and
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macro-scale of a granular continuum. At each scale differ-
ent BVPs are constructed to simulate numerically transport
and deformation. At the stressed intergranular contact, a
coupled model of chemical dissolution and damage of irre-
versibly deformed grain has been proposed. Chemical soft-
ening has been introduced via a novel softening variable of
the specific free surface area. The indentation grows sub-
stantially with time as chemical weakening due to solid–
fluid dissolution reaction becomes significant. This model
makes possible to predict the porosity evolution of a very
simple grain assembly under different pressures at the
meso-scale and the evolution of the stiffness as a function
of the aging duration and the associated stress at the
macro-scale. A cross-scale transfer function (micro–meso
and meso–macro) is necessary to differentiate the fate of
the same mineral masses engaged in different processes
within the same macroscopic REV.

The model has a value of a prototype. To make the cal-
culations possible with the use of Matlab, elastic effects
were neglected, the geometry of the contact is highly
approximated using a well-known Johnson’s hypothesis.
Linearized yield locus, linear strain hardening functions
as well as a linear reactive-diffusion transport model were
employed. Hence, the results are qualitative rather than
quantitative, but reproduce well the main phenomena
and tendencies. They demonstrate the potential of such
models in practical applications.

An important lesson from this exercise is that to formu-
late a model in terms of macroscopic variables, information
is needed in terms of micro- or meso-scale variables quan-
tifying the phenomena occurring at these scales, but affect-
ing the macroscopic properties and behavior. This
information is provided by the appropriately formulated
cross-scale functions.
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